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Let R be the field of real numbers and G a connected semisimple Lie group with
the Lie algebra go over R. We assume that the center of G is finite. Let K be a
maximal compact subgroup of G. By a spherical function f we mean a complex-
valued function on G such that f(klxk2) = f(x) (k,, k2 e K; x e G). Let t0 be the Lie
algebra of K. Define po, boj, and no as in an earlier paper,' and let A and N be the
analytic subgroups of G corresponding to bo, and no, respectively. Then, for any
x e G, we-denote by H(x) the unique element in b.. such that x = k(exp H(x))n for
some k. e K and n e N. Introduce a linear function p and a polynomial function p
on bp. by means of the equations e2p(H) = det (Ad (exp H)).. and p(H) = det (ad
H)n. (H e b.), where the subscript indicates the restriction on no. Then p is a prod-
uct of real linear factory. Put 7r = a2aZ... Cir, where ac, ..., ar are all the distinct
prime factors of p. Let a denote the space of linear functions on bob. Sometimes
it would be convenient to identify a with bto by means of the fundamental bilinear
form on g0. Then 7r becomes a polynomial function. also on 0. Let M be the
centralizer and M' the normalizer of bo in G. Then W = M'/M is a finite group
whose elements operate as linear transformations on bob. Hence W operates also
on the ring of polynomial functions on bp,. It can be shown that 7r2 is invariant
under W, and therefore rS = e(8) r (s e W), where e(s) = ± 1. Let bpo' denote
the set of those points H e t, where r(H) 5 0. There exists a unique connected
component bo.+ of bf' such that p(H) > p(sH) for s e W and He blt+ LetA+ de-
note the closure of exp(bpo+). Then G = KA+K, and therefore a spherical
function is completely determined by its restriction on A+. We shall say that
H -- oo(HE p+)if cj(H)I - o (1 . j . r).
Put +X(x) = fK exp {A(H(xk)) - p(H(xk))}dk (X e a, x e G), where dk is the

normalized Haar measure on K. Then 6, is spherical, and it is also an elementary
function of the positive-definite type.2
THEOREM 1. There exists a unique analytic function /3 on the real Euclidean space
8such that

lim 7r(X)eP(If )(exp H)- a, E(s),83(5X) exp (iA(s'-H)) 0 (H E tO+)
HALO ~~~seW

for any X e. Moreover, |I/3(sX) I = |,8(X) for s EWand Xei.
Extend the automorphism' 0 of g0 to G, and put n' = G(n-') (n e N).
THEOREM 2. It is possible to normalize the Haar measure dn on N in such a way

that3
A(X) = lim r(Xj)fN exp {-iX,(H(n')) - p(H(n')) } dn (> 0, X E

e -*).0

where X. = X - i&p. This normalization is characterized by the condition that
fee-2p(f(uX))dn 1.

Define the space e(a) as in a previous note, and for any a 6eC(), put a(x) =
fa 7r(X)a(X)d6X(x)dX, where dX stands for the (suitably normalized) Euclidean
measure on A. Then it can be shown that, for any IA E A, fG d0,(X)ka(X) dX < c,
where dx denotes the Haar measure of G. Moreover, pa 6 e(0) for a in e(W).
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